
When symbol        shown on 
the LCD, indicating pair-up 
succeed. Then the device 
will turn off automatically. 

Quick Start 
Guide

Pro Cellular Blood Pressure
Monitor LS802-GP

Insert four AA batteries  into
the back of the scale. Once 
inserted, the scale will perform an 
initial secure pairing with the 
mobile network.
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Vital Remote Links Body Scale

Wrap the cuff around your arm, 
make sure the cuff edge 1 inch 
(2-3 cm) above the elbow. 
Don't make it too tight—allow a 
finger to fit between the cuff and 
your arm.

Lay your arm on a table with 
your palm facing up. The cuff 
should be at the same height 
as your heart. 

The whole LCD display, then 
the symbol         and       will 
be shown alternatively on the 
LCD, indicating pair-up is 
proceeding.

Plug the connector on cuff 
tube into the device. 

Press the "       ” button to 
turn on the monitor, remain 
still until the cuff deflates 
completely. 

Display and save the results. 
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Data transmission after 
measurement. 
The symbol        blinks 
on the LCD.   

3.If the data is successfully 
ransmitted, the symbol        will 
disappear and the LCD will display         
and then the device will turn off. 

Transmission in progress

Transmission successful

2~3cm



If any abnormality arises during use, please check the following points:

NOTE: If the product still does not work, contact Transtek Customer Service. Under no 
circumstance should you disassemble or attempt to repair the unit by yourself. 

PROBLEM SYMPTOM CHECK THIS REMEDY

No power

Low Battery

Error

message

Display can not
light up. 

Batteries are exhausted. Replace with new batteries.

Insert the batteries correctly. 

Replace with new batteries.

Batteries are inserted 
incorrectly.

Lo &          shows The battery is too low.

E 1 shows

E 3 shows

E 4 shows The measurement failed.

Adapter is inserted 
incorrectly.

Insert the AC adapter correctly.

The cuff is not wrapped
or wrapped incorrectly, 
or the cuff air plug is loose.

Refasten the cuff and insert
air tube plug correctly then
measure again.

Relax for 5 minutes. and then
keep still, measure again.

Relax for 5 minutes and 
measure again.

Pulse is not detected
during measuring.

Loosen the clothing on the arm
and then measure again. 

Warning
message

Relax for a moment. Refasten
the cuff and then measure again.
If the problem persists, contact
your physician.

out shows Out of measurement
range

EExx shows Hardware error 
(xx can be some digital
symbol,such as 1, 2, etc.)

Turn off monitor and measure
again. If EEx still appears on the
display, please contact the
retailer or our customer service.

E5 shows Failed to communicate 
with the server

Try a place with better signal, 
or contact customer service

E6 shows Radio communication 
failure

Contact customer service

Excessive body motion 
(such as shaking of the 
arm with the cuff on)
or weak Pulse is detected
during measuring.

E 2 or 
         shows


